LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
In a few short weeks, we have gone from counting the days to Spring and to our last frost
date to adapting--sometimes daily--to new local, state, and federal guidelines intended
to keep all of us safe. Our access to correct and timely information is crucial given
ongoing developments, and we urge all members to continue to monitor the COVID-19
resources we have shared for the most current information.
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One of the things that makes the Gardens so special is the degree to which we are
woven into the fabric of the Fenway, the Emerald Necklace, and our greater community
of Bostonians and visitors. Even in our present circumstances, our members and
stakeholders are relying on us to move forward with our mission. This mission has not
changed--we are committed to providing a place for gardening, for learning, and for
community in the Fenway Victory Gardens. Interest in growing our own food and using
our green spaces for relaxation and restoration has risen exponentially in this new world
of “social” distancing. As we are quickly learning, there are countless ways we can stay
in touch in meaningful ways--all the while keeping the “physical” distance advised in the
guidelines.
It bears repeating that our diversity is the most important and striking element of our
community and a strength to be celebrated! In our community of 405 gardeners, we
have 17 spoken languages, and we bring together members of different ages, cultures,
gender, and experiences. The passion that we share that brings us together is our
interest and love for gardening and community. We will be exploring the ways we can
communicate in this new and sometimes overwhelming environment, mindful that we
each have unique personal, work, and family commitments, and priorities, challenges,
and interests. Now more than ever, it is important to be patient and to be kind to
everyone as we work through new ways of carrying out our individual and organizational
responsibilities.

rick@fenwayvictorygardens.org

To be clear, the 2020 gardening season is not cancelled! Looking through plans for FGS
events, we may need to “dig” a bit deeper to find ways of adapting activities to ensure
our engagement with members and partners and continue our maintenance of the
gardens in safety and health.

pam@fenwayvictorygardens.org

In challenging times, I am reminded of the quote on my bulletin board:
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If you can’t fly then run,
if you can’t run then walk,
if you can’t walk then crawl,
but whatever you do, you have to keep moving forward.
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--- Martin Luther King, Jr.
A special note of thanks to our City partners with Boston Parks & Recreation and BPD
D-4--their vigilance and work in the Gardens and in all our City parks make it possible for
all of us to enjoy our treasured green spaces. Additionally, I would like to acknowledge
and thank all the businesses and organizations in our community and throughout the
City of Boston who have supported FGS so readily and wholeheartedly when we have
reached out to them. Please take another look on our website at all the businesses who
have generously supported us. In these difficult times, local restaurants, businesses and
other organizations need our help. If there is a way you can support them--either by
buying a gift card, by supporting them now as they adapt their services or by sharing
their messages to the community--I urge you to help them as they have enthusiastically
helped us. When this pandemic subsides, we need each of these partners and all their
employees weaved into the fabric of this community. Please take every opportunity to
thank them for their contributions!
I hope you will join over the coming weeks as we work through planning for the 2020
growing season and as we learn more about COVID-19 and its ramifications for FGS.
Finally, we are grateful for the many expressions of support and concern from members,
partners, and neighbors in the last few weeks. I and others have been privileged to work
with many of you over the years in addressing challenges, and we are committed to
helping all gardeners in need so that each of us can look back on our 2020 season with
pride at our community’s kindness and resiliency in the face of this pandemic. If you have
general questions or concerns, we urge you to email info@fenwayvictorygardens.org or
call (857) 244-0262, and we will respond promptly.
Stay hopeful, stay well, and we look forward to gardening with you this season.

Elizabeth Bertolozzi
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LETTER FROM THE VP OF THE PARK
Greetings From The VP of the Park! What a strange time we
are living in! How lucky are we to have garden space in this
historic City Park, part of the Emerald Necklace? Frederick Law
Olmsted’s 200th birthday arrives in 2022 when the Fenway
Victory Gardens will celebrate our 80th year. As the Father of
Landscape Architecture, he has given us a place to use and reflect
on nature. He believed in a philosophy of ‘communitiveness’ and
worked to provide us a space for solitary and inclusive community
enjoyment. We are the beneficiaries and stewards of this great
Park, and we look forward to Phase 2 of the Muddy River
Restoration Project. I believe we will survive these trying times and
be more grateful in our lives.
As I look to the 2020 growing season, Spring has sprung and the
annual membership renewal period has begun. We are proud to
be part of the Fenway Victory Gardens, the premier community
garden in this country and in the heart of Boston! Our FGS
Guidelines and Regulations, agreed to by our Boston Parks &
Recreation Department and FGS, are in place to ensure we have
a safe place where we can each garden while also respecting
neighboring gardeners.
Maintaining and promoting an attractive appearance in the
Gardens is important, and we rely on everyone’s help to keep
the gardens safe and inviting for gardeners and our visitors. All
gardeners are asked to review the FGS Guidelines & Regulations
before submitting their 2020 Membership Renewals. Each
gardener is asked to sign their renewal form indicating they
understand the obligations of membership and will comply with
our Guidelines. We work hard to be fair and ensure we apply the
same rules for everyone.

This year, it is really important that gardeners help with the
maintenance of our paths, fencelines and common areas in
the Gardens. Given the guidance restricting group activities
and gatherings, we will not have as many FGS or outside
volunteer groups working in the Gardens to start the season.
In the coming weeks, we will get a better idea of what our
options are and will share additional information with you
on how you can help. As you know, we are a small nonprofit
organization, and we need everyone’s help to keep the
Gardens looking great. At the Annual Meeting in January, we
pledged our New Year’s resolution to each other out loud: “I
resolve to help the Fenway Victory Gardens this year!”
Great news! In response to member questions, the work on
Phase 2 of the Muddy River Restoration Project is progressing
on schedule despite the COVID-19 outbreak. The Corps of
Engineers Project Manager, Jennifer Flanagan, has received
the preliminary construction details; the project is going
forward, and the contractor has started its work.
In the interim, the Pilot Program of mowing and reseeding run
by the Boston Parks and Recreation Department will continue.
In addition, I have been assured that the cutting and removal
of the phragmites will continue around the Gardens up until
the time a Phase 2 worksite is constructed to ensure a safe
environment in and around the Gardens. We are grateful
to the City, State, and Federal governments for keeping this
project moving! I have a number of gardening suggestions I
will be sharing with you in the coming weeks as we get the
gardening season underway. In the meantime, join us as we
plan for and care for our Gardens in the 2020 season--we are
all in this together!
I look forward to seeing you in the Gardens.

Rick Richter

Volunteering in the Garden
I’ve been fortunate to live in the Fenway
community – and even luckier to live right
across the street from the gardens. When
I first became a member of the Fenway
Garden Society, I had no idea what it
would mean to me just after a year or now
that twenty years have passed.
Community means a lot of different things
to each one of us. For me, it is about
supporting the greater good and always
being ready to lend a hand. Gardening
also has a lot of definitions. For me, it
is about the delight of the seasons, the
anticipation of spring – seeing the first
flowers bloom and picking out something
new to plant. Summer encourages lots of
garden socials and the sharing of harvests.
While fall slowly brings cooler weather, it
also allows us to gradually come to terms
with the close of the gardening season and
a shift to other activities.

Through it all, the friendships that we make
while gardening are long-lasting. We first
get to know each other through plant chat
and then there are the fence building efforts,
the sharing of perennials, and the swapping
of garden materials. Soon enough there
are celebrations of life events and support
when life throws a curveball. I hope that new
gardeners know that this community can be
a lot more than just gardening.
I think that we can all agree that the Fenway
Victory Gardens is a very special community
and a valuable historic park that should
always be protected. I’ve been in my garden
the last few weekends and everyone I’ve
run into (at a 6-foot distance) has said how
thankful he/she is to have a garden plot.
I heard lots of “I don’t know what I’d do
without it.” And, for those who can’t make it
to the gardens due to self-quarantines, we’re

sending photos and videos. Also, we’re
doing phone call and email check-ins
and delivering food and other essentials.
This global epidemic won’t stop spring
from coming or the FGS community
from taking care of each other. For those
already involved in the community, keep
it up and welcome other gardeners to
join activities. For those who aren’t sure
how to get involved, volunteer to help a
gardener in your row, join a committee,
participate in Facebook discussions,
or simply say hello to your garden
neighbors. There are plenty of ways to
be a part of the community. I’m in plot
X-5. Feel free to stop by for a chat – I just
might have plants to share too!

Kristen Mobilia

Yellow Flag Iris (IRIS PSEUDACORUS): Yellow Flag
Iris groups into large numbers, outcompeting other
plants. Iris pseudacorus is a wetland plant that is
especially showy during its short blooming period,
however it is non-native to the U.S. It is listed among
the Invasive Plants in the Fenway Victory Gardens.

Planting tips, seed starting,
& when to transplant.
When is the right time to plant seeds
in the garden?
That depends on the kind of seed. Generally the
frost free date in MA is April 15. Cold weather crops
like lettuce, peas, beets, carrots, kale, and the like can
be sown directly into the soil before April 15. After
that is the time to sow warmer weather crops like
beans, squashes, cucumbers, or corn directly into the
soil.

When should tomato plants be set
into the garden?
The soil is considered warm around the second half
of May or beginning of June. This is the right time
to plant the summer crops like tomatoes, peppers,
eggplant, and watermelon. Generally tomatoes and
peppers are transplanted at this point when they have
3 leaf sets. Tomatoes, peppers, and eggplants can
be started from seed at home in February or March.

How does the garden grow?
When planting seeds, consider the size and shape of
each plant as it matures, allow space to build trellises,
or have carrot tops that roam, or stakes for tomatoes
to climb. Gourds, melons, and other fruits left on the
ground are often eaten quickly by garden critters,
or used as nests. These same plants can easily be
trained up a trellis, bamboo teepee, or wooden frame
to save space, and protect the harvest. Fruits can be
supported with slings.

What about water?
Water is the secret ingredient. Once the weather is
hot, it’s important to water every few days to keep
your plants hydrated. Plants without enough water
are stunted and may fail to flower or set fruit. While
it’s not necessary to water every day, watering 2 or 3
times per week during the hot season will keep the
garden healthy.

Harvesting.
The harvest is the best part. Lettuces are most
delicious before the warm weather in June. Peas
and beans often produce more fruit once they are
harvested. Some cucumber plants will provide 2
fruits per day. Almost nothing compares to eating all
of the peas in the garden on an early June morning,
or giving away huge heads of lettuce to friends, or
making pickles.

Victoria Stock

Compost piles and
introduction.
There are 3 compost areas for organic garden waste.
Generally garden material is deposited in long rows
within the compost areas, in an orderly fashion with
spaces in between each row called windrows.
A few times each year, gardeners converge on the
compost piles to combine and turn them. This further
decomposes the garden waste into reusable compost,
and makes room for new compost deposits. After the
compost has been turned a few times, the resultant
loam is used by gardeners to enrich their soil.
The compost may be managed differently this season
due to covid-19.

COMPOST/DISPOSABLE MATERIAL
There are four main streams that must be kept separate.
Please identify the separate, marked areas in the compost
areas and dispose of the following materials accordingly:
a. Soft plant materials (those without woody parts –
flowers, grass, leaves, vegetables)
b. Woody plant materials (tree and shrub trunks, limbs and
branches, grape vines, and rose canes)
c. Recyclables (materials amenable to recycling, from soda
bottles and flower pots to wire fencing and lumber)
d. Trash (‘none of the above’)
Large/bulky items: tie in bundles 3’ X 3’ maximum or break
down; put next to a trash barrel or in dumpster.
If you have large amounts of wire fencing, fence posts,
bricks, or recyclables, please contact your area director for
guidance.

Gardeners learning about shrub pruning

Here are a few guidelines you can use to keep our compost clean
and orderly:

Can be composted

Not for our compost

Clean soil
Plant Material
Cut up branches

Trash, Litter, Gloves
Large Woody Items
Invasive Species
Dog/Kitchen Waste

Stumps or large stones can be placed at the perimeter of the compost
piles for management, or hauled away with the trash. Invasives
can be bagged and put in the trash. Large tree removal or pruning
debris and branches can be chopped up into 18-24 inch lengths.
When large piles of woody materials accumulate near the compost,
volunteers must break the pile down and chop the branches to put
into the compost for decomposition. Branches up to 3 inches thick
can be cut into 2 foot lengths and will quickly rot within the compost.
Branches and tree material with a stick width over 3 inches should be
cut into manageable lengths, and stacked it at the perimeter of the
compost areas.

Victoria Stock

Gardening tips.
If you were unable to amend your soil last
fall, it is not too late. The quality of your
plants greatly depend on good growing soil.
I use a blend of compost, Perlite, peat moss,
and other organic materials in my raised
beds. Generally, vegetable and herb roots do
not grow very deep. So, in the first 1-½ feet
of soil, I am sure what my plants are using.
Check out GardenDesign.com and
the Garden Soil 101 article for gardening soil
recommendations. I follow the no-till
recommendations when adding to and
preparing my garden beds. Instead of
turning the soil over, I push a pitch fork,
shovel, or broad fork straight down and work
the soil (and additives) back and forth, so as
to not disturb too much of the soil structure
but allow for aeration.

Because of possible supply chain shock
(shortages and higher prices of commodities
-- including vegetables) later this year, I am
starting all of my vegetable and herb seeds
now. I buy organic, disease-resistant varieties
or use seeds I have saved myself. The
strategy is to start early and then plant again
for increased production. We had a mild
winter and seem to be in an early spring-even though we have had recent years of
cold, wet Spring weather, the hope is to get
lucky! I have direct sowed my cool weather
seeds like spinach, radishes, dwarf peas,
sweet peas, cilantro and even gambled on
kale, arugula, lettuce and mesclun. I plan to
plant again fairly soon and continue planting
throughout the season. Now is also a great
time to start tomato plants indoors--your

seedlings will be ready to go in the ground
between mid-May and early June once the
soil is warm enough. (Last year, I planted
some tomato plants as late as early July, and
they had great production!)
Here are additional resources: Fruitionseeds.
com is offering an informative free seedstarting online class. The Maine Organic
Farmers and Gardeners Association March
24 newsletter has a great article by Will
Bonsal, “Waste not, Want not”; and Grow
Native Massachusetts has a series of archived
articles and videos gardeners will find very
interesting.
If you have any growing questions, please
email me at rick@fenwayvictorygardens.org.

Rick Richter

TRASH PICKUP SUSPENDED
There are no more trash barrels: Please do not dump trash in
former trash barrel locations- put invasives in garbage bags,
and put in dumpsters if they are available, or bring them home
and dispose of them properly.

2020 CALENDAR
Events for FGS over the summer and in the fall are on hold due
to Covid 19. We will be sending out updates as information
changes. Once there are updates, the calendar on the website
will reflect any upcoming events.

An introduction to
invasive plants: the
wheres, whys, and hows.
An invasive plant is a plant that is not
native to a specific location. They tend
to spread to a degree that damages the
surrounding environment, economy and
sometimes our health. They can be very
successful because many are beautiful, and
often left unrecognized. They are beautiful,
but dangerous; the devil in disguise. They
produce large quantities of seeds (especially
the Multiflora Rose) that are often distributed
by birds, wind, and people when moving
them long distances. Invasive plants compete
directly with native species for moisture,
sunlight, nutrients, and space.
The impacts from invasive plants change
nature’s balance on which all species depend.
The Chief of the USDA Forest Service has
listed invasive plant species as one of the
four critical threats to our Nation’s Forests
and Grasslands. The USDA Forest Service has
designed an invasive plant species program
whose goal is to reduce, minimize, and
eliminate the potential impact of invasive
plants. (Did you know that the Yellow Flag Iris,
as delightful and radiant as it is, is an invasive
plant, and can make the same dangerous
impacts on our grasslands as the others listed
above?)
Work together! Help your neighbor. Invasive
plants don’t have to be an invasion if the
correct methods of maintenance are followed.
Invade no more!
For a list of Invasive Plants found in the
Fenway Victory Gardens (including Bindweed,
the morning glory-like “vine” that covers
fence lines, shrubs and trees starting as
early as June), please view the following
link: https://fenwayvictorygardens.org/
invasive-plants/. This page is here to give
more information on how to identify invasive
plants in your garden, dig them up and
properly dispose of them. Over the years,
Bonnie Thyrselius (Senior VP of Administration
of the FGS) has worked tirelessly to help
remove invasives in the gardens, and is quite
passionate about doing so. Also an excellent
resource, she can be reached at bonnie@
fenwayvictorygardens.org.

Billy Bain

Time to get pruning!
Tree and shrub pruning tutorial.
Maintaining a garden in the Fenway Victory Gardens comes with a commitment to honor FGS rules and regulations that
address plant height, visibility, and shade/encroachment. But what does that mean for existing trees and shrubs in our plots?
To keep within the Garden Society’s guidelines for both shrubs and plot trees, construct a maintenance plan that includes
pruning at the optimal season and incorporates needed strategies of thinning, heading, renewal and rejuvenation
techniques. Time of pruning varies with species, with many woody plants pruned according to their flowering period.
•

If plants are spring-flowering (e.g., lilacs, forsythia, viburnum, weigela), they are ordinarily pruned soon AFTER bloom.
Next year’s blooms begin to develop over fall and winter, so timeliness is important to allow for sufficient growth and
bud development.

•

If plants are summer-flowering, they are generally pruned during the dormant winter period BEFORE active spring
growth occurs. Examples of plants to be pruned in early spring include butterfly bush, privet, Rose of Sharon, spirea,
junipers, yews, some hydrangeas, and arborvitae.

By removing old canes and controlling height and spread on an annual basis, gardeners can enjoy prolonged vigor and
beauty of their trees and shrubs, while also honoring their agreement as gardeners in the Fenway Victory Gardens.
The following is a checklist of steps and techniques to take when you are about to prune your plot shrub or tree:

Step 1

Step 3

Identify. Know the type of shrub or tree in need of
pruning – more than likely, you’re already aware of its
species and type and can easily determine the best
timing for pruning (if a flowering type, refer to above). If
not flowering, refer to online advice re: best shapes and
techniques for that plant type.

Be Safe! Before beginning any physical work on your
plant, be sure to have (and use!) the correct safety
glasses and work gloves, and the right equipment
(anvil-type pruners, loppers for thicker branches, longreach pruners for hard-to-reach branches). All materials
noted may be requested for loan; please work with
your Area Director or VP of the Park.

Step 2
Observe. Take a step back and observe the tree or
shrub. How does it compare to its type’s natural form,
height, and growth pattern? Does it carry a lot of dead
wood? Is it dense and in need of thinning to allow light
into inner-core? Could it use a rejuvenation of foliage or
blooms? Is it out of FGS compliance for height and/or
visibility regulations?

Step 4
Know when help is required. If large limbs are broken
or hanging, or if high climbing is required, it’s a job for
a professional arborist. Please consult with the VP of
the Park for how to get needed assistance.
Before you begin --- Know your Pruning Cuts!

Thinning Cut
Be sure not to cut too close to the area at the base of the
limb adjacent to the main trunk. This illustration indicates the
most beneficial cut line to avoid wounding the tree/shrub.
–– USDA Forestry Service

Thinning Cuts --- Tree View
Note: Some corrective pruning – particularly on trees/shrubs that
have not had proper maintenance – is best done over time, and
that a good rule of thumb is not to remove more than 25% of any
growth in any one season unless doing a rejuvenation (which cuts all
growth flush to the ground).
–– Purdue Extension Consumer Horticulture

Now you’re ready to begin:

Step 5
Start by removing dead, diseased, and broken wood, including
deep inside the inner-core. Work from the ground up and inside
branches to outer ones. After clearing unwanted branches, take
a step back and observe. This may be enough to create good
visibility and form. If not, proceed to Step #6

Step 6
Continue thinning by removing branches that are oddly twisted
or cross over into another quadrant (visualize a four-slice pie).
Remove also any branches that are crossing or rubbing against
each other. As you’re working, remember to take frequent breaks
to step back and observe your work. The goal is to distribute
cuts evenly throughout the plant.

Step 7
Resist the urge to over-prune. The tree or shrub does not
need to look perfect. The planting may at first look bare or
unbalanced. The plant will heal fast and rejuvenate through new
growth to great form in due time.

Step 8
Do not top your trees! It may seem logical to cut back all
branches of a tree or shrub to reduce its overall height. However,
cutting main branches back to stubs is one of the worst things
you can do for your tree or shrub. Stubs will tend to grow back
a lot of weakly attached branches that are even more likely
to break in extreme weather. It will also reduce the amount of
foliage, on which the tree depends for the food and nourishment
needed for regrowth.

Step 9
Observe and judge the final form. Have you improved the overall
look of the shrub or tree? Does it now have an open inner-core,
free from dead wood, tangled or crossed branches? Have you
brought the tree or shrub into compliance by creating better
visibility into your garden or brought down the height of the
planting to the required five feet?

Step 10
Congratulations. You’ve created a more open garden plot while
also reinvigorating your shrub or tree for a healthier plant and
renewed growth and blooms.
Need assistance? The FGS Tree Committee is available to
provide hands-on advice before you begin work. Contact us at
trees@fenwayvictorygardens.org We welcome your comments
and questions!
For more information on pruning trees and shrubs:
Purdue Extension Consumer Horticulture, Pruning Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs: https://www.extension.purdue.edu/extmedia/
HO/HO-4-W.pdf
U.S.D.A. Forestry Service, How to Prune Trees: https://
www.fs.usda.gov/naspf/sites/default/files/publications/
htprunerev2012.pdf

Susan Povak

CREDIT: EMERALD NECKLACE CONSERVANCY

”We grow with our gardens, right? Flowers and
vegetables come and go throughout the season.
The colors change, and the earth turns. We
weather through storms as our gardens do, and
we get back up when there are fences or gates
to be rebuilt. On the sunniest days, we glow with
the brightest blooms and our heartiest crops. We
share stories and we laugh and grow together.
We are resilient. And we do all this together… as
a community. When I close my gate after a day’s
work, I always leave knowing I had the help of my
neighbors and friends and walk by many of them
on my way home to say, ‘Goodbye, I’ll see you
tomorrow.’ “
–– Anonymous Gardener, With Inspiration of Hope

Raised garden beds: benefits
and how-tos.
Christine Nelson

Photo credit: J. Seiter
If you spend time walking through the rows
upon rows of beautiful Fenway Gardens,
you’ll see that a lot of gardens have raised
beds. Of course this is not necessary, but
there are a number of potential benefits:
•

Control the soil/compost/amendments
to provide a nutritious environment for
your plants, and avoid run-off in heavy
rains.

•

Provide height above the water table
(avoid flooding!), and a little extra
height is nice when you are tending
your plants.

•

Provide some visual organization to
your space.

•

Prevent soil compaction (from walking)
in the beds themselves.

•

If you’re feeling ambitious – you can
incorporate squirrel proofing with
netting on the borders.

•

If you’re feeling really ambitious –
you can incorporate additional pest
proofing/or weed blocking on bottom.

PHOTO CAPTION, Example brick built bed
with tomatoes and herbs. In the background
is a neighboring garden with an even taller
raised bed.
PHOTO CAPTION, Example lumber built
raised bed with garlic, greens, beets, and
bonus walking plank. This bed is 5 years old
and in excellent condition.

Photo credit: J. Seiter
One size does not fit all. A raised bed can range from 1 ) Piling soil into hills
or rows, to 2 ) A newly built lumber frame, or to 3 ) Utilizing/recycling bricks,
rocks, discarded wood
Methods 1 and 3
Provides a low price point and relatively low effort to achieve the intended
result. The piling method may still be prone to soil compaction and nutrient
run-off; but it’s a start. Utilizing bricks, rocks, or wood scraps provide added
stability to the border and may allow for added height. Keep a keen eye on
the sharing areas, and make friends with neighbors – you may find yourself
with some bricks or a few planks of wood to kick-start a low cost project.
Method 2
Will likely cost some money for lumber and screws, and it will take some effort
to construct. This method allows you the most customization including the
form factor, complexity, and materials selection.
How to get started with a newly build lumber frame:
Example of a bed constructed entirely with 2-in x 4-in:
https://www.lowes.com/n/how-to/how-to-build-a-raised-garden-bed.
In addition to that tutorial, you may consider extending the
corner supports to sit further in-ground. This will provide added
stability and prevent movement.
Check out a great webpage with visuals of a lumber build bed,
but keep scrolling and you’ll find a section of alternatives with
materials including cinder blocks: https://www.goodhousekeeping.
com/home/gardening/g20706096/how-to-build-a-simple-raised-bed/
Whatever route you choose to go – best wishes for happy gardening!
Reference: Iannotti M. Grow Great Vegetables in Massachusetts. 2019 [an
excellent book, available at Brookline Booksmith]

The meaning behind flower colors: arrangements,
beds and bouquets.
Billy Bain
Flowers are known for having their own language, with each type and color of bloom whispering
its secrets within the layers of their chartered territory. One stunning bouquet tells tales of love and
devotion, while another is like a soft pat on the hand during a time of bereavement. An entire garden,
left with its merits, will narrate its own story for generations.
Gardeners can craft entire messages simply by placing a certain color flower next to another and letting
them have their say. Next time you are peeking into a garden, or watching a gardener walk home with a
bouquet, notice the colors of the flowers arranged and think of the messages they may send.

Red flowers

Vibrant, passionate and
demanding to be noticed, red is
the color of love and romance.
Red flowers symbolize courage,
respect, constancy, admiration
and, of course, desire.

Blue flowers

Peaceful blue is said to convey
serenity and openness. Blue
flowers may also be an indication
or a sign to slow down, relax and
release stress.

Yellow flowers

Yellow flowers burst with happiness.
They symbolize the bonds of
friendship, the taste of success and
pride. Joy is also one of the meanings
of this flower, as that is one of the
feelings the color is said to evoke.

Purple flowers

A royal color, purple flowers
symbolize dignity, tradition and
success. A bed or bouquet containing
purple flowers can be symbols of
admiration and adoration.

Green flowers

Green flowers represent the
optimism of renewal, of spring and
of youthfulness. Green flowers are
also a wish for good fortune and
good health.
Whether you are sending messages
of love, friendship, or being just a
little mysterious, let your garden tell
its own tale, and give to others your
most dedicated of blooming spirits.

Pink flowers

Delicate light pink hues speak
of gentleness, happiness and
love. A very romantic flower
color, pink also is a symbol of
grace and innocence.

White flowers

White flowers can mean reverence
and humility, purity and innocence
or sympathy. Depending on the
type of blooms, white flowers can
be bold and brilliant, or gentle and
self-effacing.release stress.

Lavender flowers

Youth and elegance, grace
and refinement are the
reflections of lavender
flowers. They have a delicate,
feminine and old-fashioned
touch to them.

Orange flowers

No wallflower, here. Orange
is bold, passionate and full of
life. It’s no wonder that orange
blooms speak of enthusiasm,
excitement and exuberance.

The Muddy River Restoration Project:
Phase II & Phragmites Removal
Billy Bain
At long last, Phase II is upon us. Since Leo Olmsted’s first architectural plans in the 1880’s, phragmites have grown in several
parts of the Muddy River. Let’s make it clear, this was NOT part of his plan. The Emerald Necklace was designed by Fredrick
Law Olmsted & completed in the 1890’s. He designed some of America’s greatest city parks, including Central Park in New
York City. The Emerald Necklace is the oldest remaining linear park in the United States.
Phragmites are an invasive plant species, a wetland perennial that spreads through marshes and wetland areas, robbing
the fish, plants and wildlife of nutrients and space. It is an aggressive plant that outcompetes native species for water and
nutrients. In the Fenway Victory Gardens, it has spoiled shoreline views, and has created havoc and violence. The homeless
have often sought refuge in them as it is easy to hide. But homelessness has not been proven to create the violence
or vandalism the FGS sometimes see in the gardens. Let’s be clear of that. At the same time, the violence amongst the
community who gather near the phragmites may reduce after the completion in this project, and it is the hope that the FGS
will see a change in regards to the safety and security concerns of the park.
The 3.5 mile river, known as the Muddy River, winds through Brookline into Boston. Over the decades, the phragmites have
grown up and down the Muddy River. Both Phase I and II are designed to fight climate change in Boston. With coastal
flooding being a risk, it’s become clear that excavating the phragmites will open up the river to prevent coastal flooding.
The Back Bay Fens is one of the 13 excavation sites that Phase II will be working on. The management and removal of
the phragmites will improve the ecological habitat and quality for the life of fish and turtles, and overall improve the
surrounding environment.

What to expect
•

Construction will begin soon! Expect a site similar to
any other construction area with movement of heavy
machinery & equipment.

•

LOUD NOISES. (Earplugs might be a wise investment.)
Machinery, both on land and on the water will be
excavating the phragmites. This is NOT an easy task, as
they have to dig deep to remove the entire root system.
All sides of the river will be excavated.

•

LIGHTING: There will be temporary lighting while this
project is underway. It will be removed after the project
is completed.

•

Trees MAY be removed if they impede construction
areas, or they will be protected by “skirt-like” looking
covers. If trees are removed, new trees will be planted in
their place.

•

Large pipes and piping will be set up along the
shoreline in order to drain the water from the river.

•

Large beams may be drilled into place in order to build
cofferdams to contain water overflow; this will make the
removal of the phragmites easier.

•

Containing the habitat is of course a priority: Established
wildlife such as fish, turtles and birdlife will be preserved,
and moved to other areas or types of shelter.

It is important to be patient. This has been part of the
Muddy River Restoration Project for decades, and it will
take diligence on everyone’s part to make this process
a success. When all is said and done, 2-3 years after the
start day, vegetation will be restored, wildlife will return
to its native habitat, and continued monitoring of the
growth of the phragmites will be in place. There will
be benches for visitors -and gardeners- to sit and relax
while overlooking a “new” river, on newly planted grass
and fresh environmental surroundings.
Please do your part by not interrupting construction
with questions: you can revert questions to the proper
sources. Most important, please continue to take part
in the spirit of the community, and the respite of your
garden plots. Looking ahead, current safety concerns
may perhaps be a concern of the past, and it will be a
more pleasant area for our friends in the city to enjoy.
The mission of the Fenway Garden Society will soar.
For more detailed information on the Muddy
Restoration Project, and Phase II of the development,
please visit this link: http://www.muddyrivermmoc.
org/muddy_wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/
mmoc-2014-summary-of-phase-2-federal-fundingissue-10-14-14-4827-7689-9359.pdf
If you still have unanswered questions, you can contact
myself at williambain.design@gmail.com, and I will
point you in the right direction.

The Muddy River: History in Motion

1705

The Hamlet of the Muddy River, a small settlement of Boston, becomes the
town of Brookline.

1879

Frederick Law Olmsted is commissioned to create a park system, similar to
what he created in NYC as Central Park.

1880

Olmsted lays out a design & plan for construction. He becomes the
primary architect of the project.

1880’s into
the 1890’s

The architecture of Olmsted’s plan is named “The Emerald Necklace.” Its
design creates surroundings suitable for parkways through the Back Bay
Fens, the Riverway, and what is now named The Olmsted Park, and even
further into Brookline.

1894

The Carlton Street Footbridge, made entirely of steel, is designed by
Alexis H. French (in collaboration with Olmsted) to provide access to the
parkland over railroad tracking from Brookline to the Riverway Park.

1959

Parts of The Muddy River are put underground in order to make room for
structures such as the Landmark Center.

1966

The National Historic Preservation Act becomes law, which protects history
held dear to the nation’s heritage.

1970

The Muddy River is slowly degrading due to deferred maintenance. With a
newer industrial area that built up after the original design of the Emerald
Necklace, its importance is pushed to the side. Still, local community teams
begin to search for ways to preserve the system, and restore Olmsted’s
vision.

1971

The Olmsted Park System becomes part of the National Register of
Historic places.

1976

All other grounds in the parks, like Olmsted’s home and offices also join
the Register of Historic Places, and the National Parks Department is able
to access all of Olmsted’s original plans and archives.

1984

Led by community advocates, the Commonwealth creates the Olmsted
Historic Landscape Preservation. With state funding 12 of the original parks
are restored.

1989

The “Emerald Necklace Plan” is completed, and renewed. The Muddy
River Restoration Project begins planning for complete restoration,
following Olmsted’s original guide of the Emerald Necklace, and to
prepare for climate change.

INTRODUCTION OF OFFICERS
Board of Directors
Elizabeth Bertolozzi, President - elizabeth@fenwayvictorygardens.org
Elizabeth grew up in upstate NY where she tended her first garden plot at the age of
10; that same year, she raised her first butterfly after discovering a plump Eastern Black
Swallowtail caterpillar on Queen Anne’s Lace while away at camp. Besides gardening,
she has a lifelong love of the outdoors and the environment and enjoys hiking, running
and fly fishing; she also enjoys writing, reading, baking (and eating). She has a
background in law, management and accounting, has worked in both local and state
government, and has volunteered with a number of wonderful nonprofits and advocacy
groups in DC, NY, MA, NC and UT in her areas of interest. During the growing season
when she is out and about and not tending a tray of caterpillars, you can invariably find
her in the Gardens sharing recipes or tips on butterfly gardening.
Michelle Parkos, VP of Communications & Development - michelle@
fenwayvictorygardens.org; social @fenwayvictorygardens.org
Michelle Parkos moved up from Atlanta, Georgia about three years ago and is loving
Boston. She has greatly enjoyed learning how to garden and digging in the dirt after
work. She has two cats with her fiancé Chris, who is also a gardener, and an apartment
full of over 100 plants.
Bonnie Thryselius, Sr. VP of Administration - bonnie@fenwayvictorygardens.org
Bonnie Thryselius is Senior Vice President of Administration. Her responsibilities
include, performing the duties of the President in the event the Pres. is not available,
serving as clerk of FGS, establishing the official calendar with the executive board,
taking minutes at all meetings, serving as liaison with the Boston Police Dept., the
Park Rangers, and the gardeners on security issues. She has appointed security
representatives in each section of the park and hopefully they will be able to meet in
the near future to discuss safety and security in the gardens. Bonnie has also appointed
an Archivist, Ellen Thomson who is waiting for the Historical Society to reopen. Her
garden is in the Boylston section of the park, D09. She has a perennial garden that
always has something blooming. Please stop by and say Hi or if you have any questions
or security concerns, or any information for the archives, please don’t hesitate to get in
touch at bonnie@fenwayvictorygardens.org
Carl (Rick) Richter, VP of the Park - rick@fenwayvictorygardens.org
Rick grew up in NC and has been a member of the FGS since 2014. He has been on
the FGS board for 5 years, as Area Director, Section Coordinator for Center South and
VP of the Park. He is involved in a number of civic groups. In the growing season,
Rick spends a lot of time in the gardens helping gardeners get growing! “My lifelong
passion for growing vegetables came from my grandfather. When I was very young,
my grandfather took me out to his garden with a salt shaker, he plucked a ripe tomato,
salted it and I ate it…fresh off the vine. I was hooked!”
Pamela Jorgensen, Treasurer - pam@fenwayvictorygardens.org
I am pleased again this year to be serving as your Treasurer, and yes, I view this
position as working for you, the gardeners. As reported at our community meeting in
January, we are in excellent financial shape, and I don’t foresee any financial problems
this year.

The Fenway Garden Society
P.O. Box 230038
Astor Station
Boston, MA 02123

THANK YOU FOR HELPING US GROW!
We are so grateful to the long list of Community and Corporate Partners and Supporters who helped make 2019 such a memorable and
successful year for our Fenway Victory Gardens community. The generosity and enthusiasm of our loyal long-term partners, and the growing
list of partners we added this year, is indicative of the trust and support they have for each of us in pursuing our mission of preserving and
enhancing this special place in the Fenway!
• Age Strong Commission/Age Strong Shuttle
• B.good
• Baker Creek Heirloom Seeds
• Barrett Tree Service East, Inc.
• Bartlett Tree Experts
• Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream/Boston
• Bennett’s Sandwich Shop
• Berklee College of Music
• Blaze Pizza
• Blick Art Materials
• Boloco
• Boston Burger Company
• Boston Children’s Museum
• Boston Duck Tours
• Boston Guardian
• Boston Harbor Islands
• Boston Landmarks Orchestra
• Boston Properties/Prudential Center
• Boston Red Sox
• Boston Sun
• Boston University First-Year Student
Outreach Program
• Bostonian Barber Shop
• by Chloe/Fenway
• Caffe Nero/Fenway
• Caffe Nero/Symphony
• Cahill Swift LLC
• Cape Air
• Cappy’s Pizza
• Casa Romero
• Cask’n Flagon Restaurant & Sports Bar
• Cava
• Charles River Canoe & Kayak
• Charles Riverboat Company
• Citizen Public House & Oyster Bar
• City Soil
• City-Wide Friends of the Boston Public
Library
• COGdesign
• Colleges of the Fenway/”Environmental

Forum” Students
• Corepower Yoga
• Cornwall’s Tavern
• Costco
• Craft Beer Cellar/Fenway
• CRWA/Charles River Cleanup “20th Annual
Earth Day”
• Dig Inn
• Domino’s Pizza/Fenway
• Economy Hardware
• El Pelon Taqueria
• Emerald Necklace Conservancy & Park
Overseers
• Fedco
• Fenway Alliance
• Fenway Civic Association
• Fenway Community Center
• Fenway Health
• Fenway Neighborhood Improvement
Committee
• Fenway News
• Fiouna’s Persian Fusion Cuisine
• Flour Bakery & Cafe
• Friends of Ramler Park
• Friends of the Muddy River
• Gyro City
• Haley House
• Harvard Medical School, Office of Curriculum
Services
• High Mowing Organic Seeds
• Home Depot
• Honeygrow
• Jae Hun Kim Taekwon-do Institute
• Kraft Center for Community Health/Care
Zone Van
• Lansdowne Pub
• Mahoney’s Garden Center
• Maltby & Co. Tree Service
• Massachusetts Bay Lines
• Massachusetts Historical Society

• McGreevy’s Boston - Sports Bar
• Meadow Creature LLC
• Meadowscaping for Biodiversity/Meadow
Clubs/Youth Environmental Entrepreneurship
Programs
• Morville House
• Museum of Science
• National Park Service/Charlestown Navy Yard
• Neighborhoods Coffee & Crepes
• New England Aquarium
• Nexamp
• Northern Tree Service
• Oath Pizza
• Olmsted 2022
• Paragon Group, Inc.
• Path AI, Inc.
• Pavement Coffeehouse/West Fenway
• Perennial Gardens
• Peterborough Senior Center
• Pine Street Inn
• Planet Fitness – Downtown Crossing
• PriceWaterhouse Coopers LLP
• Red Sox Foundation - *Our FGS 2019
Fensfest Sponsor*
• Red Sox Foundation - “New England Service
Scholars Program”
• Regina Pizzeria – Fenway
• Rod Thai Fenway
• Roseland Nursery
• Simmons College
• Slolam Consulting, LLC
• St. Francis House
• Star Market
• Starbucks/Massachusetts Avenue
• Stop & Shop
• Summer Shack
• Supercuts
• Sweet Cheeks
• Target
• Tasty Burger

• TD Bank
• Teriyaki House
• Territorial Seed Company
• The Bebop
• The Bleacher Bar
• The Growing Tree
• The Handle Bar Indoor Cycling Studio
• The Pour House Bar & Grill
• The Trustees of Reservations
• The Wine Press
• The Women’s Lunch Place
• Thornton’s Fenway Grille
• Time Out Market
• Trader Joe’s
• Utah State University Extension Office
• Wahlburgers
• Waltham Fields Community Farm
• West Elm
• Whole Foods/Symphony
• Woody’s
• Yard House
• Zoo New England

City of Boston

• Boston Dept. of Public Works
• Boston Fire Department
• Boston Inspectional Services
• Boston Mayor Walsh’s Office
• Boston Mayor’s Office of New Urban
Mechanics
• Boston Park Rangers and Mounted Unit
• Boston Parks and Recreation
• Boston Police Department – District 4
• Boston Public Health Commission
• Boston Public Works
• Senator William N. Brownsberger’s Office

